Unexpected transitions are induced by weaker interactions not included in the gross structure model of the ion under investigation. We discuss different examples of such decay channels, starting with relativistic spin-induced transitions. These represented an important field of study a few decades ago, and we illustrate how some challenging cases can be treated very accurately with todayʼs computational techniques, while close degeneracy sometimes still prevents ab initio methods from obtaining accurate results. For hyperfine induced transitions we review some recent results and discuss remaining challenges for experiment and theory. Finally, we discuss the newly opened field of accurate calculations for transitions induced by an external magnetic field and point to some examples of where these are accessible for experimental tests.
Introduction
Computational atomic physics usually starts with a 'gross structure' model, that represents the major features of an ion and facilitates, e.g., the naming of stationary states (Froese Fischer et al 1997) . This representation should also be well suited for spectroscopic identification and labelling, and predict the main features in the spectrum of the ion under investigation. In order to choose a suitable model, one identifies conserved properties or, equivalently, finds observables that commute with the Hamiltonian of the atomic system. What is conserved, however, is always a matter of in how much detail one observes the system or the level of the approximation.
It is clear that in most cases it is possible to find a model that describes the atomic system successfully and predicts the main features of its spectrum. In many cases of ions in low ionization stages, LS-coupling is a well-established scheme that assumes relativistic spin-dependent effects are small. This is of course no longer true for heavy or highly ionized systems.
That the effect of the nuclear spin is negligible, at least in a first approximation, is an even more common assumption. This is motivated by the fact that the interactions with the nuclear spin can be estimated to be three orders of magnitude smaller than the interactions including the electron spin, since their relative size is given by the ratio of the electron to the nucleon mass. Hyperfine dependent effects will therefore only be observable in cases of close degeneracy, or in high-resolution studies.
The same is true for the effects of magnetic fields external to the atomic system, since internal magnetic fields in the ions are strong. The Bohr magneton is of the order of 1 cm −1 T and therefore even for low-Z, when the internal fields are weakest, we are regularly dealing with field strengths exceeding what can 'normally' be found in laboratories or in 'nature'. However, in cases of close degeneracy or when comparatively strong external fields are present, we will be able to observe the effect of the magnetic field on the atomic structure.
In this review we will point out some examples of these three types of deviations from the normal or dominant structure, where small perturbations lead to unexpected results. One possibility of special interest here is induced unexpected transitions, i.e. new decay channels that are opened by small symmetry-breaking interactions. An unexpected transition is of course a drastic effect in a spectrum, but these transitions also introduce some more subtle effects. For example, the introduction of new decay channels from a selected set of states will also affect the lifetimes, which might show deviations from expected trends. 0 2 where it is assumed that the difference in transition energies for → i k and → j k is neglected. The unexpected transitions will therefore typically occur, that is
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Spin-induced transitions
Beginning in the late 1970s and early 1980s, computational methods and techniques started to become powerful enough to tackle the challenges of accurately representing and explaining unexpected transitions induced by relativistic spindependent effects. In many systems these transitions are important for plasma diagnostics.
As an example, in beryllium-like ions the lowest triplet state s p 2 2 P 3 1 undergoes a spin-induced transition to the ground level → s p s 2 2 P 2 S 3 1 2 1 0 . Together with the forbidden, magnetic quadrupole transition → s p s 2 2 P 2 S 3 2 2 1 0 , which is not unexpected, this line is arguably one of the most important diagnostic tools for low-density plasmas. During the 1990s the determination of the rate of spin-induced transitions inspired development of both experimental and computational techniques, leading to determination of rates of unprecedented accuracy; see the review by Brage et al (2000) and references therein. In the case of the much-studied ion C III, there are very accurate storage-ring results for the rate of = ± A 102.94 0.14 s −1 by Doerfert et al (1997) . These are in perfect agreement with the results = ± A 102.9 0.9 s −1 of large-scale relativistic multiconfiguration calculations (Jöns-son and Froese Fischer 1998) .
J-dependent lifetimes
In the absence of spin-induced transitions, the levels of a multiplet have basically the same lifetime. The only deviation is caused by the fine structure splitting between the level energies and the fact that the transition rates to lower states depend on the transition energies. Since spin-induced transitions introduce new decay channels, they increase the total transition rate and decrease the lifetime selectively for some levels.
A classic example of this effect is the fine structure levels of s p 2 3 P 3 in beryllium-like nitrogen, oxygen and fluorine, which were identified and measured by Engström et al (1979) and later described and explained by Hibbert (1979) (see tables 1 and 2). In his work, Hibbert created a semi-empirical model of the close degenerate 3 P and the 1 P levels of this configuration, which introduced a striking example of unexpected transitions manifested in the difference in lifetimes of the three fine structure levels. His calculations constituted a real challenge to atomic structure theory and required quite involved semi-empirical adjustments (labelled fine-tuning by the author) to obtain results that could be compared to the experiment.
Much has happened since the 1970s and in the 1990s these transitions could be predicted quite well in multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock (MCHF) ab initio calculations (Tachiev and Froese Fischer 1999) as reported for, e.g., O V in table 1. It is clear that the important energy differences within the s p 2 3 configuration are well represented by recent ab initio theory, as well as the lifetimes of the four levels. The important property for our discussion is the rate of the intercombination transition → s p s 2 3 P 2 S 3 1 2 1 0 , which is the main reason for the lifetime difference between the 3 P 1 level on one hand, and the 3 P 2 and 3 P 0 levels on the other. In table 2 we see that ab initio calculations now reach the same agreement with experiments as the semi-empirical calculations of the 1970s.
Some cases are less straightforward and remain a challenge to theory. In S V, which is homologous to O V, the energy separations of the s p 3 4 levels are unexpectedly small due to the interaction with the 'plunging' configuration p d 3 3 (Reistad et al 1984, Brage and Hibbert 1989 0 , which is experimentally determined from the lifetimes of fine structure levels by using It is clear that the close degeneracy of the involved energy levels in this case makes an ab initio prediction a true challenge if not impossible. It is important to remember that our first-order model sometimes breaks down and we need to represent the unexpected transition with higher order terms. A striking example was discovered in Fe II, where transitions between sextet and doublet levels are induced through interaction with intermediate quartet states (Johansson et al 1995) .
Magnetic field-induced transitions
While the preceding sections dealt with energy states and radiative transitions within an isolated atomic system, this section will include the effect of an external static and uniform magnetic field of flux density B. The relativistic operator describing the magnetic interaction between the atomic electrons and the external field, can be written on the form
0 (1) 0 (1) 0
( 1) where the magnetic field is in the z-direction, and  0 (1) is the electronic operator in tensor form. Further details can be found, for example, in (Cheng and Childs 1985) .
If the magnetic field is weak enough for the interaction energy to be small in comparison with the energy separations of the fine structure, it is usually sufficient to treat the perturbation to first order. The energy contribution to a specific fine-structure state Γ 〉 J | may then be written (in Hartree atomic units) in the well-known form
where g J is the Landé factor.
If stronger fields are involved, the theory also predicts unexpected transitions induced by the perturbation from the external magnetic field. In this intermediate-field regime the off-diagonal matrix elements of h, connecting basis states of different J, are significant in comparison to the fine-structure separations, i.e. the left ratio of (5) is non-negligible. In this case M J remains the only good quantum number (apart from parity) and the wavefunction may be expressed as a linear combination of J-dependent states
with expansion coefficients obtained by solving the corresponding eigenvalue problem (GRASP2K users may find the HFSZEEMAN program (Andersson and Jonsson 2008) useful) . However, often it is sufficient to use first order perturbation theory instead, as outlined in section 2, to obtain
where Γ 〉 J M | i i J is the reference state. Turning to unexpected transitions and following the ideas of section 2, the rate of a magnetic-field induced transition (MIT) from an excited state Γ 〉 M |˜i J described by expression (9), to a pure unmixed lower state Γ′ ′〉 M |˜J , may be written as
In this equation  πk is a constant depending on the transition multipolarity, πk, ( 1) k 1 for electric (Ek) or magnetic (Mk) multipole transitions respectively. This equation is similar to (2), but now the interaction is with a symmetry-breaking external magnetic field. Then properties will depend on the M J and there will be an outer sum over components q of the field. One may also define a reduced transition rate independent of the magnetic field
MIT MIT red 2 based on (10). For general cases it is advantageous to present this property since it conveniently gives the A MIT for arbitrary magnetic field strengths. Example 1: Be-like ions. Consider as an example the magnetic field induced E1 transition → s p s 2 2 P 2 S 3 0 2 1 0 in Be-like ions, in the absence of hyperfine structure, which could be represented by the three-level system of figure 1, in a first-order model. Since the ground state s 2 S 2 1 0 is wellseparated in energy from other even states, it is well represented as a pure, unmixed state. The = 〉 s p M |2 2 P 0 J 3 0 state however, will be mixed with the M J = 0 state closest in energy, namely
. Since the 3 P 1 level decays as a spin-induced transition to the ground state and this property will be partly shared with the 3 P 0 , a magnetic fieldinduced transition (MIT) 〉 → 〉 s p s |2 2 P |2 S 3 0 2 1 0 will appear in the spectrum. As was recently shown , this MIT will occur due to not only the mixing of the = 〉 M | P 0
, but also its mixing with = 〉 M | P 0
. In the absence of external fields (and nuclear spin; see next section), the lowest order channel for this transition is the E1M1 two-photon transition. However, in any measurement of this exotic process performed utilizing magnetic fields in, e.g., trapping or bending magnets, the lifetime will be Bdependent. The left panel of figure 2 shows an energy level diagram of Be-like ions in the neutral end of the isoelectronic sequence with all decay processes to the ground state depicted.
A careful analysis of the competition between the MIT and the E1M1 channels was recently published , discussing storage-ring measurements of the lifetime of 3 P 0 associated with the two-photon decay channel (Schippers et al 2011 , Bernhardt et al 2012 , Schippers 2013 and estimating the effect of the external magnetic field due to the dipole bending-magnets. It was shown that the MIT rate, for typical effective storage-ring field strengths, is of the same order of magnitude as the expected E1M1 rate for intermediately charged ions (Z = 25 to 65) and completely dominating for ions at the neutral end. Measurements of twophoton rates are thus infeasible up to Z = 24 and should be carefully aided by an analysis of the perturbation due to the magnetic field for higher nuclear charges. In figure 3 we compare the reduced MIT rates obtained in this work to the corresponding reduced hyperfine induced transition (HIT) rates, to be discussed in section 5, as well as the E1M1 rates calculated using the analytical expression by Laughlin (1980) . figure 2 shows a schematic energy level diagram of Ne-like ions, which highlights the similarities to Be-like ions, but also the importance of the reversed fine structure of the 3 P-term. Some theoretical predictions for the MIT were also presented by Beiersdorfer et al, but the deduced transition rates did not seem to agree with the experiment. More importantly, the authors discussed how the MITs can be used as a diagnostic tool of magnetic field strength for high temperature plasmas in, e.g., fusion devices.
Motivated by the discrepancy between theory and experiment, the only systematic and comprehensive calculations of MITs for these systems were recently published by Li et al (2013) . This work included calculations for isotopes without nuclear spin between Ne I and Zn XXI. In analogy to the Be-like case, it was clear that it is crucial to include both perturber states, 〉 p s |2 3 P This decay channel competes with the M1 transition → p s 2 3 P P 5 3 0 3 1 as depicted in figure 2 . A comparison along the isoelectronic sequence of the M1 and reduced MIT (corresponding to B = 1 T) rates is shown in figure 4 . From this plot it is clear that the MIT channel, at this field strength, dominates over the M1 channel for ⩽ Z 20. The influence of the magnetic field on the 3 P 0 level has a direct visible impact on the spectrum. The M1 transition will become weaker with increasing field strength, while a new line will appear in a different part of the spectrum, between the resonant and intercombination E1 transitions. The corresponding branching ratio is therefore an especially interesting parameter to where μ N is the nuclear magneton. The E1M1 transition rates are generated from the analytical expression given by Laughlin (1980) . It should be noted that the error bar of this expression is expected to be large for highly charged ions.
investigate along the isoelectronic sequence. Further details can be found in Li et al (2013) .
M J -dependent lifetimes
From figure 2 it is clear that Ne-like ions also have another MIT-candidate, i.e. the − p s p 2 3 P 2 S 5 3 2 6 1 0 transitions. A closer look at these transitions (see figure 5 ) reveals that the 3 P 2 M J -sublevels have different decay modes. The = ± M 2 J sublevels decay by only M2-transitions, while the others have an additional MIT-channel. This extra branch will affect the lifetimes and introduce an M J -dependence due to the external magnetic field. This is illustrated in figure 6 , where the lifetimes of the different sublevels are plotted relative to the lifetime of the = ± M 2 J levels, for a magnetic field = B 1 T (i.e. the reduced rate defined in (13)). From this figure it is clear that the lifetimes of the = ± M 0, 1 J levels are substantially decreased for low Z. However, the M2-rate increases faster than the MIT-rate with Z and already dominates for Z = 20. This will make the lifetimes for higher Z independent of M J .
Angular distribution of radiation and interference effects
An external magnetic field introduces a preferred direction in space and allows the possibility of a measurable angular distribution for the emitted radiation. As an example, the → p s p 2 3 P 2 S 5 3 2 6 1 0 decay introduced measurable properties depending on the magnetic quantum numbers, M J . The fact that the competing M2 and MIT E1 channels are between the same levels, and do have different angular distributions with respect to the magnetic field direction, results in possible M Jdependent interference effects. This is investigated and explained in Li et al (2014) . To illustrate the striking results of this work we use two figures from that paper. In figure 7 the angular distribution of the emitted radiation due to the M2 transition is illustrated for = ± ± M 2, 1 and 0, while in figure 8 we show the distribution in the presence of a magnetic field with field strengths of = B 0.5, 1 and 2 T. It is clear that the interference term has a major impact on the distribution of the radiation.
Hyperfine induced transitions
In isotopes with non-zero nuclear spin, the interaction between the nuclear electric and magnetic multipole moments and the electrons couples the nuclear spin I and the electronic angular momentum J to a new total angular momentum F and splits each fine structure level into several closely spaced hyperfine levels. Since the J 2 operator does not commute with the hyperfine interaction operator, the hyperfine interaction will introduce a mixing between states with different J quantum numbers. 2 of Ne-like ions into magnetic sublevels under influence of an external magnetic field. The emitted radiation of the MIT E1 and the competing M2 decay channel have different angular distributions and an interference effect will therefore be observable. figure 1 ). This opens an unexpected E1 transition channel to the ground state figure 1 ) in isotopes having a non-zero nuclear spin. Even if the transition rate of this hyperfine induced E1 transition (HIT E1 ) is often very small in absolute terms, it is still much larger than the rate of the → s p s 2 2 P 2 S 3 0 2 1 0 two-photon decay and will therefore determine the lifetime of the 〉 s p |2 2 P 0 HIT E1 in He-like ions (Aboussaïd et al 1995) . An excellent and broader review of the field was also recently published (Johnson 2011) .
The HIT E1 transition rate depends explicitly on the nuclear spin I and the nuclear magnetic dipole moment μ I . To investigate the Z-dependence of the HIT E1 rate along an isoelectronic sequence it is therefore desirable to define a reduced HIT transition rate → A ( P S )
HIT red 3 0 1 0 which is independent of the nuclear parameters (see Brage et al 1998 for details) plotted and compared to the rates of the A MIT red and E1M1 twophoton decay channels described in earlier sections. It is found that the A HIT red channel is several orders of magnitude higher than the E1M1 and that A HIT red have a much stronger Z- external magnetic field in this case was investigated in (Li et al 2011) . It is clear that further experimental investigations of these transitions are needed to resolve this issue.
Example 2: Ne-like ions. Another interesting case where the hyperfine interaction has a large impact on the lifetime is the 〉 p s |2 3 P Figure 4 shows the A HIT red rate, defined in (14), compared to the M1 and A MIT red rates along the Ne-like isoelectronic sequence. From this it is clear that the hyperfine induced transition is likely to be the dominating transition channel for low Z, whereas the M1 channel becomes the dominating one in the higher end of the sequence. In the intermediate region around Z = 20 the HIT and the M1 rate are likely to be of the same order of magnitude. Just as for the Be-like ions, it is clear that the A HIT red has a stronger Z-dependence than A MIT red .
F-dependent lifetimes
In the cases discussed so far, all upper states have had J = 0 and therefore only one possible value of F, equal to the nuclear spin, I. However, again referring to figure 1, the longlived state 〉 i | could have a larger J-value than the shorter lived state 〉 j | . In this case 〉 i | has at least one hyperfine sublevel with an F value not present in 〉 j | . Thus for some F, 〉 i | has no hyperfine induced transition channel to the lower state 〉 k | , while the others do, leading to F-dependent lifetimes.
Very often cases are quite complex, and the HIT competes with other transitions, leading to situations more similar to what is described in the discussion around (5) and analogous to the discussion on J-dependent lifetimes in section 3 and M J -dependent lifetimes in section 4. The theoretical understanding of transition channels competing with HIT has a long and interesting history.
The importance of hyperfine induced transitions first became obvious when Bowen (1960) 0 in Zn I, Cd I and Hg I were made in laboratory plasmas. The main concern at the time was whether this type of line could be explained as forbidden magnetic quadrupole (M2) transitions or were better modelled as unexpected HIT E1 transitions as described here. In two papers Garstang (1962 Garstang ( , 1967 presented theoretical investigations to resolve this question for the four cases. He showed that the predicted lines in Mg I and Zn I were mainly due to M2 transitions, while for Cd I the best explanation was a mixture of both M2 and HIT E1 . For Hg I the HIT E1 dominated completely. However, the picture changes moving from the plasma investigated by Garstang, which has a natural abundance of isotopes. When only comparing the relative transition probability of the M2 and HIT E1 for isotopes with nuclear spin, the HIT E1 becomes more important, being about the same as M2 for Mg I, dominating in Zn I and strongly dominating in Cd I and Hg I.
At the time of these investigations, an M2 transition was considered more 'exotic' than a HIT E1 . Just as intercombination lines could be understood from mixing of states due to relativistic effects, it was natural at the time to try to explain other transitions by mixing of states. This is in contrast to the general view nowadays when M1, E2, M2, E3 and M3 transition channels are considered something common and less effort is spent investigating whether a level can decay through an unexpected transition.
Example 1: Mg-like ions. Very little work has been done on HITs competing with other decay channels since Garstangʼs pioneering work. Recently a renaissance occurred, initiated by computational techniques now becoming advanced enough for accurate calculations of HIT. The first cases involved new investigations of the decay of the ns np P 3 2 states along the Be-, Mg-and Zn-like iso-electronic sequences, , Andersson et al (2010) and Kang et al (2010) , and , respectively. It was found that the HIT E1 transition rate were of roughly the same order of magnitude as the M2 rate along the three different isoelectronic sequences, but the relative importance of the HIT E1 channel was largest in the Zn-like sequence and smallest in the Be-like one. However, the importance of the HIT E1 channel decrease along the sequences since the rate of the competing → nsnp ns np P P 3 2 3 1 M1 transition increases rapidly with Z and starts to dominate early in the sequences.
The impact of the HIT E1 channel and its competition with the M1 and M2 channels is illustrated for Mg-like ions in figure 9 and 10, taken from Andersson et al (2010) . Figure 9 depicts the lifetime of the hyperfine levels of different isotopes relative the lifetime for an isotope without a nuclear spin. It should be pointed out that in each isotope there are Schippers et al 2007 D 3 , in Xe isotopes with a nuclear spin. This causes strong F-and isotope-dependent lifetimes. The theoretical predictions were later experimentally confirmed by Träbert et al (2007) and are presented together with theoretical predictions in table 5. The calculations have later been extended to cover a major part of the Ni-like isoelectronic sequence , Du et al 2013 .
Conclusion
By defining unexpected transitions in a general way as induced by perturbations to the dominating interactions in an ion, this review compared three kinds of such transitions, namely, spin, magnetic field and hyperfine induced transitions. These transitions pose a challenge to computations since their predictions often require a careful and thorough treatment of the atomic structure. They are in many cases competing with regular forbidden transitions and could be important in diagnosing low-density plasma.
For MIT and HIT very few experimental verifications exist and it is clear that further studies would be extremely important for comparison with the quite extensive calculations now available.
Further studies of the impact of the recent results for MIT and their angular dependence in different astrophysical and laboratory plasma, where magnetic fields play an important role, would also be an interesting case for further collaborations between atomic, plasma and astrophysics, in line with the theme of the ASOS conferences.
